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1
A marked 9ct gold buckle bangle with an embossed design to half of the bangle, hallmarked for Birmingham, with 

indistinct date letter, makers mark S & S, bangle diameter  6cm, and the band width 1cm, weight 14g
100-150 £140.00

2
Cropp and Farr, a 9ct gold snake bangle with ruby paste set eyes, with internal steel spring, and engraving to head, 

gas pipe body, hallmarked for Chester, 1961, makers mark C & F, gross weight 21g
100-150 £290.00

3
A marked 9ct rose gold bangle with hammered pattern, the diameter 7cm and the band width 0.75cm, weight 

12.2g
80-100 £140.00

4 A marked 9ct rose gold plain bangle, with the diameter 7cm and the band width 1cm, weight 12.9g 90-100 £130.00

5

A marked 9ct rose gold hollow snake bangle, and engraving detail to the head and the tip of the tail, the diameter 

7cm, weight 8.5g, together with a marked rolled gold snake choker, with white metal embossed pattern to head 

and tail, and two other metal snake chokers

60-100 £90.00

6
A Charles Horner, silver bangle decorated with a silver swallow on an engraved pattern, hallmarked for Chester, 

1907, makers mark CH, the bangle diameter  6.5cm, weight 7g
20-30 £120.00

7
A gold open work torque bangle, set with a central purple stone heart and foliate detail, with faded hallmarks and 

with testing indicating 9ct, the bangle diameterly 6cm, weight 6.5g
40-60 £75.00

8 A marked 9ct gold three stranded belcher chain necklace, the length  45cm, weight 21g 140-180 £210.00

9 A marked 9ct gold bracelet of openwork pattern, the diameter 8.5cm, weight 4.3g 30-40 £75.00

10 A marked 9.375 gold heart padlock four gate bracelet, the diameter 8cm, weight 6.7g 50-60 £70.00

11 A marked 375 gold double row bracelet with white gold spacers, the diameter  8.5cm, weight 6g 40-60 £60.00

12 A marked 9ct gold rope twist necklace, the length 41cm, weight 5g 30-40 £50.00

13
An unmarked rose gold (tested) apricot sapphire and seed pearl ring, with the central oval faceted sapphire 

measuring 6mm x 4mm in diameter, ring size N 1/2, weight 2.5g
100-150 £85.00

14
A marked 750 gold triple diamond ring, the equal sized round cut diamonds boxed set and measuring 3mm in 

diameter, ring size L, weight 3.4g
150-200 £150.00

15

A marked 9ct gold front and back circular locket, together with a marked 9ct gold open work Star of David 

pendant piece, a marked 9ct gold Tutankhamun pendant piece, and a marked 9ct gold front and back heart locket, 

gross weight 9.2g

30-50 £85.00

16
A  collection of thirteen marked and unmarked (tested) 9ct gold charms, to include a vintage toilet charm, gross 

weight 17g
80-100 £165.00

17 A silver hallmarked heart padlock curb bracelet, together with three marked 925 bangles, gross weight 82g 20-30 £30.00

18
A collection of rolled gold, gold plated/front and back jewellery to include a floral engraved buckle bangle, three 

bangles, one heart padlock bracelet, and a curb chain necklace
30-50 £70.00

19
A marked 14ct gold narrow panel bracelet, with six round cut diamonds and set in white gold, the diamonds 

measuring 3mm in diameter, bracelet measuring  17cm in length, weight 11.8g
100-150 £185.00

20

A Gentleman's 9ct gold identity bracelet, with an un engraved panel, a flat curb link bracelet, with front bark 

pattern, length 19cm, and the link width 1.5cm, hallmarked London, 1978, makers mark KMJ, approximate weight 

92.9g

700-800 £1,000.00

21
A gold 1912 half sovereign ring on a 9ct gold shank, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1924, ring size W 1/2, gross 

weight 10.2g
100-120 £200.00

22 A Gentleman's 9ct gold onyx signet ring hallmarked for Birmingham, ring size W, weight 8.8g 60-80 £90.00

23
A marked 9ct gold large oval cameo brooch, with rope twist edging, hallmarked for Birmingham, measuring 6.3cm 

x 4.3cm
30-50 £65.00

24
A vintage finely carved white metal cameo brooch, with gilt edged detail, together with a 1912 florin brooch in a 

white metal surround
20-30 £25.00

25

A platinum band ring marked 950, makers mark B & C, ring size J, weight 6g, together with a platinum solitaire 

diamond ring, the round cut diamond measuring 3.5mm in diameter and coronet set, with rubbed hallmarks, ring 

size I ½, weight 2.5g

160-200 £0.00

26

A marked 375 gold band ring the inner band engraved 'I love you', ring size M, weight 1.9g, together with a 

marked 375 gold triple diamond illusion set dress ring, with the diamonds set in platinum flowers, ring size M ½, 

weight 1.2g

30-50 £50.00

27

A marked 375 white gold diamond solitaire pendant necklace, the single round cut diamond measuring 

approximately 3mm in diameter, set in a circular patterned white gold surround, and suspended on a white gold 

fine trace link chain, the length of chain 44cm, and the length of bale and pendant approximately 1cm, together 

with a pair of marked 375 white gold and diamond accent stud earrings, the earring diameter 5mm, weight 1.3g

50-60 £60.00

28

A marked 375 white gold diamond solitaire pendant necklace, the single round cut diamond measuring 

approximately 2mm in diameter, and set in a white gold flower shaped surround, and suspended on a white gold 

fine trace link chain, the chain length approximately 44cm, bale and pendant length approximately 7mm, weight 

1.6g, together with a pair of marked 375 and tiny diamond flower shaped stud earrings, the diameter of earrings 

5mm, weight 1.2g

50-60 £50.00

29
Tiffany and Co, a silver Tiffany and Co, identity curb link bracelet, together with the original Tiffany  pouch and 

box, the bracelet length 18.5cm, weight 27.4g
20-30 £65.00

30
Gucci, a Gucci charm bracelet with each charm stamped 'Gucci Made in Italy' the bracelet length 17cm, weight 

11.3g, together with the original Gucci pouch and box
20-30 £55.00
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31
Gucci, a Gucci silver ball bracelet with disc and toggle clasp, marked 'Gucci Made in Italy', the length 17.5cm, 

weight 13.2g, together with the original Gucci pouch and box
20-30 £70.00

32

Gucci, a Gucci silver ball necklace with openwork heart and toggle pendant clasp, the length 42cm, together with 

matching Gucci silver ball and openwork heart drop earrings, with hook backs, the length of earrings 5cm, gross 

weight 31g, together with the original Gucci pouches, boxes and a Gucci gift bag

30-60 £85.00

33
A gold plated silver and sapphire cluster ring, together with a silver and sapphire ring, a gold plated dress ring, a 

silver white stone half eternity ring, and a silver enamel charm, ring sizes J ½, I ½, M ½, and O
30-40 £50.00

34
A marked 585 gold buckle and smooth  belt bracelet, inscribed to the inside clasp '1930', length 16.5cm, width 

1cm, weight 15.5g
150-200 £240.00

35
A stamped 18ct gold and diamond snake ring, set with a brilliant cut diamond, measuring 4mm in diameter to the 

snake's head, and  with diamond accent eyes, ring size N, weight 10.8g
150-200 £340.00

36
A pair of gold oval cufflinks, etched with a lion and three star crest, the cufflink length 2cm, with indistinct 

hallmarks, weight 14.4g
100-200 £220.00

37
A marked 375 gold signet ring, with engraved initials to the panel, with indistinct hallmarks, ring size K, weight 

10.9g
70-80 £115.00

38
A collection of jewellery to include marked and unmarked gold (weight approximately 20g) and some gold 

coloured vintage jewellery
160-200 £170.00

39

An 18ct gold diamond and sapphire halo ring, with the central mid blue sapphire set in platinum with a diamond 

accented surround on a yellow gold shank hallmarked for Birmingham, 1917, makers mark HS, ring size Q ½, 

weight 3.2g

60-80 £90.00

40

Memorial jewellery, an 18ct gold memorial ring inlaid with braided hair and a scroll patterned engraving to the 

ring, ring size T, weight 3.2g, together with a jet oval pendant measuring 2.1cm x 1.8cm (a/f) with an unmarked 

yellow metal Albert clasp and spacers that are etched with names and dated, 1854 on a long chain made of 

braided hair with three yellow metal spacers, the hair chain length, 116cm, and five items of French jet or jet type 

jewellery

100-150 £90.00

41
An art deco 18ct gold daisy diamond ring, the central single cut diamond measuring 3mm in diameter, surrounded 

by eight small single cut diamonds, ring size S, weight 3g
60-80 £130.00

42 A marked 9ct gold signet ring with an initialled panel, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1945?, ring size K, weight 2.8g 30-40 £34.00

43 A 9ct gold band ring, hallmarked for Birmingham, ring size P, weight 3.5g 30-40 £40.00

44
A marked 9ct gold triple jade bar brooch, weight 2.8g, together with a yellow metal surrounded reverse oval 

locket and a white metal stamped 835 marcasite brooch carved as a tulip spray.
30-50 £95.00

45 A marked 9ct gold surround blue hardstone finely carved Venetian cameo brooch, measuring 3.5cm x 2.8cm 30-40 £130.00

46
A pair of 9ct gold openwork drop earrings, set with diamonds and dark blue sapphires, butterfly backs earring 

length 2.3cm, weight 1.5g
30-40 £30.00

47 A pair of 9ct gold ruby stud earrings, designed as a lotus flower, earring length 1.1cm, weight 3.2g 40-50 £0.00

48 A pair of 9ct gold graduated garnet drop stud earrings, length 2.7cm, weight 2.3g 30-40 £30.00

49 A pair of 9ct gold trillion set cubic zirconia earrings 20-30 £20.00

50 A pair of yellow metal cameo stud earrings 10-20 £20.00

51
An early 20th century marked 9ct gold bar brooch, designed as a riding crop and set with a horseshoe and fox to 

the centre, length 3.5cm, weight (to include metal pin) 1.1g
30-40 £35.00

52 A marked 15ct rose gold hunting horn, length 5.6cm, weight 2.8g 80-100 £65.00

53
An early 20th century 9ct gold bar brooch decorated with a seed pearl openwork disc and scroll, length 5cm, 

weight (to include safety chain and pin) 3.2g
70-80 £0.00

54 A rose gold stick pin set with a cushion cut white sapphire, measuring 9.6cm x 9.6cm 20-30 £30.00

55 A gold flower headed stick pin 40-50 £0.00

56 A gold stick pin headed in a fancy scroll pattern and decorated with turquoise stones in various shades 40-50 £38.00

57 A pair of matching 9ct gold charms, each containing an old pound note 70-80 £0.00

58
An early 20th century 9ct gold fancy Marquise tiered brooch star set with a central diamond, length 4cm, and 

photograph compartment to the rear, weight (to include metal pin) 2.7g
20-30 £35.00

59 An Indian silver dagger brooch, length 6.7cm 10-20 £20.00

60

A marked 9ct gold opal and green stone cluster ring, ring size P, weight 3.2g, together with a single marked 9ct 

gold Raj creole earring, length 2.4cm, weight 1.8g and six pairs of silver or gilt earrings set with moonstones, 

labradorite, amethyst, opals

40-50 £80.00

61
A marked 750 gold diamond crossover ring set with a central brilliant cut diamond measuring 4.2mm in diameter, 

with diamond accent shoulders, ring size O ½, weight 4.5g
70-100 £120.00

62
An unmarked silver (tested) Egyptian revival marcasite and purple stone wings necklace, length 49cm, weight 

22.4g
20-30 £20.00

63
Charles Horner, a Charles Horner silver bangle with an engraved pattern to half of the bangle, hallmarked for 

Chester, 1959, makers mark CH, bangle diameter 6.5cm, weight 7.2g
20-30 £35.00

64

Pandora, a silver Pandora bracelet set with a silver Pandora charm on a smooth snake chain bracelet, the 

diameter 7cm, weight 13g, with the original Pandora box, together with a 925 silver and CZ line bracelet with an 

openwork silver heart charm

20-30 £60.00
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65
A marked 925 bracelet of openwork design set with pear shaped faceted orange and lemon coloured hard stones, 

measuring 3.2cm in length, the bracelet length 16cm, gross weight 77g
20-30 £25.00

66 A collection of 925 silver and white metal jewellery to include rings, an ingot necklace, curb chains etc 20-30 £80.00

67 A silver crown dated for 1899 on a white metal chain necklace 20-30 £0.00

68
A good collection of mostly marked 925 silver jewellery to include a pink sapphire cluster ring, mother of pearl 

earrings etc
20-30 £95.00

69
A marked 750 gold snake chain necklace with white gold decoration, length 41cm, weight (to include metal clasp) 

8.2g
100-120 £165.00

70 A marked 18ct and PLAT diamond crossover ring, ring size Q, weight 2.5g 80-100 £65.00

71
An early 20th century 18ct gold diamond dress ring, set with five graduated diamonds, ring size K, weight (to 

include sizer clip) 2.9g
130-150 £0.00

72

A 22ct gold band ring, ring size O ½, weight 2.1g, together with another 22ct gold band ring, (with buckled shank) 

ring size M, weight 1.8g, an 18ct diamond ruby dress ring, (with one ruby missing and a bent shank) ring size N ½, 

weight 2.4g, and two dress rings with rubbed markings, both size P ½, gross weight 3.3g

80-100 £200.00

73

A pair of 18ct white gold and fancy red coloured single stone diamond earrings, together with an independent 

assessment stating the round brilliant cut diamonds are estimated at 0.375cts each, set in 18ct white gold, gross 

weight 0.93g

200-300 £0.00

74

An 18ct gold round brilliant cut diamond solitaire ring, the diamond weighing approximately 1.25cts, on an 18ct 

gold shank, with grooved shoulders, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1982, makers mark MC, ring size V, weight 9.9g, 

together with an independent assessment

3500 - 4000 £0.00

75
An 18ct white gold floating diamond ring, ring set with three brilliant round cut diamonds, with the central 

diamond measuring 2.6mm in diameter, with a smaller diamond to each side, ring size P, weight 3.2g
200-300 £0.00

76 Five vintage compacts to include two Stratton, and one Melissa, together with a Queen Star lighter 20-30 £20.00

77
A wicker box containing costume jewellery together with button hooks in ebony and ivory, an ivory glove stretcher 

and trinket boxes etc
10-20 £14.00

78 A collection of vintage gold tone jewellery to include four bangles, two bracelets, necklaces etc 10-20 £65.00

79
A large collection of vintage costume jewellery to include dress studs, jade type buttons, a metal mesh purse, 

watches etc
10-20 £250.00

80 A silver gilt coin necklace, together with two vintage gold tone brooches set with black stones 10-20 £10.00

81 A collection of mostly metal jewellery to include bangles 10-20 £10.00

82 A collection of vintage costume jewellery to include possible ironstone pieces 10-20 £30.00

83 A large collection of decorative costume jewellery to include butterfly and dragonfly brooches 10-20 £22.00

84 A large collection of costume jewellery to include colourful necklaces and bangles, contained in tw boxes 10-20 £28.00

85
A large collection of costume jewellery to include two jewellery display stands and Middle Eastern jewellery, 

contained in two boxes
10-20 £25.00

86
A Longines Flagship 1973 stainless steel wristwatch with a Longines stainless steel strap together with a certificate 

of authenticity
180-200 £160.00

87
An 18ct gold full hunter pocket watch, named 'Russels Ltd, 18 Church St, Liverpool' to the dial, the watch diameter 

5.6cm, weight 167g
700-800 £1,600.00

88 A 9ct gold cased Roamer wristwatch, with a 9ct gold bracelet strap, weight 11g 60-80 £85.00

89 A marked 375 gold Accolade wristwatch with the dial enclosed within the marked 375 gold belt strap, weight 31g 200-300 £270.00

90

Rocil, a rose gold cased miniature open faced pocket watch with an engraved Art Nouveau case, the diameter 

2.6cm, weight 14g  

Condition: Unmarked but tests as gold 
50-60 £60.00

91 An art deco platinum and diamond accented ladies cocktail watch on a leather thong strap 50-60 £55.00

92
Omega, a 1965 ladies 9ct gold Omega wristwatch on a marked 9ct gold smooth belt strap, weight 15.5g, together 

with the original shop receipt
120-180 £140.00

93 Two vintage ladies rolled gold wristwatches together with a gold tone wristwatch 10-20 £20.00

94

A 9ct gold Record wristwatch with an unmarked (tested) gold strap, the diameter of dial 3.2cm weight 42g 

Condition: Strap a/f 50-100 £290.00

95
A collection of five gentlemans wristwatches to include a gold cased Marvin Review and an 18ct gold plated black 

dial Raymond Weil wristwatch
40-60 £130.00

96 A 9ct gold cased open faced pocket watch but lacking glass, diameter 4cm, weight 76g, on a wooden stand 60-100 £240.00

97
A silver cased English Lever open face pocket watch together with a 935 silver and blue enamels numerals half 

hunter miniature pocket watch, diameter 3.4cm and a metal open face pocket watch
20-30 £40.00

98

An 18ct gold cased open face pocket watch with floral gilt decoration to the dial and the case embossed with 

foliate scroll and blank cartouche, watch diameter 3.5cm, weight 34g 

Condition: inner case marked 18ct 
100-200 £120.00

99 A marked 15ct gold double Albert chain, the length 126cm, weight 62g 600-700 £1,080.00
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100 A Swiss made rose gold cased wristwatch with a marked rolled gold bracelet strap 60-80 £0.00

101 Omega, a ladies vintage gold cased wristwatch on a tapered smooth metal belt chain strap 60-80 £0.00

102
A marked 14ct rose gold open face pocket watch with a floral gilt dial and embossed foliate scroll to the case, 

blank cartouche, the diameter 3.7cm, together with an attached Albert chain and watch key
100-150 £100.00

103
Seventeen wristwatches to include a boxed Wallace and Gromit wristwatch, together with an embossed metal 

half hunter Quartz pocket watch
10-20 £28.00

104 Nine gentlemans wristwatches to include two England watches 10-20 £22.00

105 Eight ladies and gentlemans wristwatches together with a Siro railway regulator pocket watch 10-30 £25.00

106 A cased travel clock in a snakeskin effect case 10-20 £10.00

107 Eight ladies and gentlemans wristwatches to include Sports 10-20 £10.00

108 Silver plate with intricate floral design and fruit design, hallmarked for Sheffield, 1975, weight 12.3ozt 100-150 £100.00

109
Quantity of fountain pens, various makers to include Parker and Waterman, together with Parker ball point pens 

etc
30-40 £30.00

110 Asprey of London, silver cigarette case, hallmarked for London, 1924, with makers mark A & Co Ltd, weight 3ozt 30-40 £70.00

111 Silver vesta case with engraved decoration and ridge bands, hallmarks indistinct, 0.7ozt 10-20 £28.00

112
Silver 925 cased set comprising a salt and pepper pot, and a mustard pot with cover and spoon, hallmarked for 

Birmingham, gross weight 5.7ozt
40-60 £45.00

113
ll cigarette present Silver Walker and Hall cigarette presentation case, hallmarked for Sheffield, 1961, together 

with a quantity of silver plate
20-30 £40.00

114 Two Victorian Crowns dated for 1890 and 1896 (2) 20-30 £42.00

115 A Victorian Crown dated for 1900, together with an Edward VII Crown dated for 1902 30-40 £65.00

116
Two George V Crowns dated for 1935, together with three Half Crowns dated for 1878, 1931 and 1948, two plastic 

wallets of Britain's First Decimal Coins, and a Magic Pocket Savings Bank box and five three pence coins
30-40 £30.00

117 George V Crown dated for 1935, together with a quantity of coins to include commemorative 20-30 £35.00

118
Hallmarked silver napkin ring, together with three silver plated napkin rings, a quantity of silver plate flatware, 

thimbles etc
10-20 £20.00

119 Quantity of foreign coins and banknotes 10-20 £25.00

120
George V 1912 full sovereign together with a 9ct gold mount for a brooch, weight of mount (to include metal pin) 

2g
200-250 £230.00

121 Nine coin sets for 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978 and 1979 30-50 £60.00

122 Eight coin sets for 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 and 1987 30-50 £50.00

123
Royal Wedding Edition Caenarvon Castle medallion, cased, together with a quantity of coins and an eight day 

pocket watch by H. Williamson of London
20-25 £18.00

124 Tiffany and Co four piece silver plated cocktail shaker 30-50 £45.00

125 Seven Jasper Conran Waterford flute glasses together with a cut glass vase 70-100 £0.00

126
Art Nouveau mahogany clock with silver faced panel to the front depicting a lady with young child, hallmarked for 

Birmingham
30-50 £140.00

127
Circular marked Sterling 925 circular snuff box, together with a square marked sterling 925 square snuff box, 

together with five hallmarked silver tea spoons, gross weight 5.8ozt
40-60 £50.00

128 Five framed Japanese prints 30-50 £30.00

129

Signed photograph of Her Royal Highness Princess Diana, together with her two sons Prince William and Prince 

Harry, signed in pen 'Diana' and dated 1989 in original black Morocco leather frame with arched top and gilt 

embossed crowned D cipher with easel back 

 

Provenance: Consigned by the vendor who was given the photograph by Princess Diana who looked after her 

during her stay on Necker Islands in January 1989. The photograph is believed to be the first photograph of Diana 

with her two sons during her separation from His Royal Highness Prince Charles

600-800 £1,000.00

130 Frances Fry, an oil on board of horses in a landscape setting possibly on Exmoor or the Quantocks, signed, framed 20-30 £20.00

130A After Peter Barrett, a print of three horses 10-20 £0.00

131 Frances Fry, an oil on canvas of deer in a landscape setting possibly on Exmoor or the Quantocks, signed, framed 20-30 £20.00

131A Oil on canvas picture of ships entering Ostend harbour 50-100 £150.00

132

Still life of flowers depicting roses and pansies, signed and dated, Burrows, 1909, in gilt frame, together with 

another still life of flowers, oil on canvas depicting poppies, daisies, delphiniums etc, signed but signature 

indistinct, both framed

30-40 £0.00

132A After Ruskin Spear, a limited edition print no 90/160 titled The Arty Tie' 50-100 £50.00

133
After Burton Barber, a print of a young child playing a violin with a dog seated at her feet, together with another 

print, and a tapestry, all framed
10-20 £10.00

133A
After Terence Cuneo, a print titled The Eastern Counties Otter Hounds, signed in pencil by the artist, together with 

anopther print explaining who the persons in the print are
50-100 £0.00
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134
Fred Alders, a watercolour of a desert scene with a camel and its rider and with buildings and pyramid in the 

distance, signed, framed
20-30 £20.00

134A After John Speed, a framed map of England, together with other pictures 10-20 £0.00

135 Wooden advertising sign for Portland Bill Southern Cross 20-30 £20.00

135A Two empty artists wooden boxes 10-12 £12.00

136 Framed print of Venice with boats in the foreground 10-20 £0.00

136A
After Ken Michaelson, a signed print titled Autumn Wings together with an oil on canvas of a street scene, a 

hunting print, another print of St Lucia and a framed set of cigarette cards
20-25 £0.00

137 Three framed prints depicting a lighthouse and two Palladium buildings 10-20 £0.00

137A Collection of twelve framed Oriental prints 20-25 £20.00

138 Ten framed prints of Italian scenes covering Milan, Napoli, Venice, Sorento etc 10-20 £10.00

138A After Henry Matisse, a print titled La Desserte, Homonie Rouge together with seven other pictures and prints 20-25 £0.00

139
Three framed prints of historic views of Hong Kong from 1847, limited edition of 300 and produced by the 

Hydrographic office in Taunton, framed and with booklet
50-80 £45.00

139A
Two after Maurice Bishop prints titled Last Man in Bridgetown and Final Over at the Valley of the Rocks, both 

limited edition, framed and signed verso
30-40 £10.00

140 A framed limited edition print no. 11/850 of Arlington Court, an oriental silk, and two framed tapestries 20-25 £0.00

141
A oil on canvas of a still life of flowers, signed and dated Sybil Gardiner '88, together with two others by the same 

hand
30-40 £20.00

141A Two vanity fair prints, together with three military prints 10-20 £0.00

142 Pencil drawing of three cats 20-25 £0.00

143 Mahogany cased mantle clock with enamelled dial, together with key and pendulam 30-40 £25.00

144
An oversized oriental moon flask, with a character mark to the underneath and scenes to each side, with one side 

depicting pheasants amongst foliage and two horses in a landscape setting to the other
20-30 £35.00

145 Three graduating Portmeirion Chickens, together with a jug in the same style and colours 20-25 £10.00

146 Four items of Portmeirion Botanical Gardens wares comprising a dish and three bowls 20-25 £15.00

147 Two 20th century oriental chargers each depicting a pheasant sat amongst foliage 20-25 £0.00

147A
Collection of textiles to include table runners, scarves, clutch bags, together with two silver fruit spoons, a white 

metal dress ring, and three hat pins
10-20 £20.00

148
An oriental jewellery box of two drawers and with the top lifting up to reveal a fitted compartment, decorated 

with foliage together with another jewellery box of plain form with a lake scene to the top
10-20 £20.00

148A A limited edition large Russ teddy bear with attached label, together with a tiny teddy bear 20-30 £10.00

149 Quantity of decorative ceramics, together with three cut glass bowls and two clocks 10-12 £12.00

149A Collection of six boxed Royal Doulton Bunnykins Arthurian Legends figurines 30-40 £20.00

150 Royal Doulton stoneware ovoid jardinière decorated with leaves, with impress marks no. 2109, and initialled E.W 30-40 £20.00

151

Viners Ltd of Sheffield, oak canteen of cutlery, together with a Walker and Hall, three piece serving set, a Kemp 

Brothers of Bristol, six piece cake fork set, and a John Bennett of Bristol cased set of five tea spoons, a set of 

butter knives, and a set of fish cutlery, all silver plate and all cased

30-40 £25.00

152 Novelty lighter in the form of a cement mixed, boxed 10-12 £38.00

153 Pair of Cloissonne vases decorated with flowers 10-20 £22.00

154
Pair of blue and white Chinese vases with covers, together with a blue and yellow ground Chinese vase decorated 

with leaves, all three converted to lamps and a vase
30-40 £70.00

155 Pair of cased silver plated berry spoons together with a caqsed set of silver plated fish cutlery for six persons 20-25 £15.00

156 An oak two bottled tantalus with key 20-40 £25.00

157
Victoria & Albert Museum reproduction Marie- Antoinette porcelain clock, produced by Franklin Mint, with 

garnitures
50-100 £170.00

158 An apprentice piece three drawer chest of drawers 20-25 £42.00

159 Pair of Chinese vases with covers, and decorated with flowers 10-20 £0.00

160
Beswick woodpecker, numbered 1218 to the underneath, together with a Beswick Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, 

numbered to the underneath 2420 (2)
20-30 £20.00

161 Quantity of souvenir costume dolls dating from the 1950s/60s 10-20 £0.00

162 Pair of Staffordshire flatback figurines in the form of sailoirs 20-30 £50.00

163
Pair of Staffordshire flatback figurine of a gentleman seated on a horse together with another Staffordshire 

flatback figurine of lady and gentleman
20-40 £20.00

164 Pair of five branch brass candlesticks, with the sconces raised on dragons 30-50 £14.00

165 Victorian brass oil lamp, with orange shade and chimney 30-40 £15.00

166
20th century brass oil lamp, with a white shade depicting two blue tits on a blackberry branch and chimney, 

together with a mantel clock
20-25 £18.00

167 Carved oriental figurine in the form of a dragon 30-50 £50.00

168
Royal Worcester black painted bowl with black and white checked decoration to the rim, with eight black and 

white checked diamond decorations to the outside
10-20 £10.00

169 Pine rectangular tantalus style box, with hinged lid, with five glass bottles and stoppers 30-40 £40.00
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170 Resin study titled Kipenzi, with certificate of authenticity 10-20 £0.00

171 A cut glass bowl, together with a cut glass jug, and a boxed set of eleven Baccarat knife rests 10-12 £25.00

172
Quantity of oriental wares to include a Satsuma jardinere, a 20th century plate, two small blue and white vases 

with covers, and another vase
20-30 £50.00

173 Blue and white Chinese hexagon dish on stand, together with another oriental vase 10-12 £10.00

174 Della Porta IV Piano Accordion, cased 30-50 £25.00

175 Victorian rosewood domed letter rack with hinged top opening to reveal four individual compartments for letters 20-30 £50.00

176 Quantity of mainly topographical postcards with one depicting 'Bungalows at Brean, Somerset' 10-20 £45.00

177 Quantity of comical postcards 10-20 £22.00

178 Two canvas pictures of Wham! artwork 10-12 £0.00

179 Five portrait miniature prints, each in matching ebony frames 20-30 £30.00

180 Soapstone miniature carving of an old man, together with two wooden carvings, a miniature carving and another 10-12 £20.00

181 Zenit 12 XP camera 10-12 £10.00

182 Three items of Bretby Art Pottery on blue ground to include a vase, a candlestick and small bowl 40-60 £30.00

183 An oak rectangular wall miror 10-12 £20.00

184 Wedgwood Barlaston part dinner service with other decorative ceramics and glassware. 10-20 £10.00

184A Quantity of boxed Indian and Horse figurines 10-12 £38.00

185 Royal Doulton Berkshire part dinner service 20-40 £0.00

185 Royal Doulton Berkshire part dinner service 20-40 £18.00

185A Quantity of cameras and lenses, various makes to include Minota 60-100 £420.00

186 A quantity of decorative ceramics 10-20 £22.00

186A Pair of Swift binoculars, cased 10-12 £20.00

187 A barometer together with a scorpion in a form of a doorstop and a wooden box. 10-20 £20.00

187A Quantity of bank notes, to include German inflation from 1922 10-20 £20.00

188 A Whittard of Chelsea childs tea service, boxed together with a quantity of decorative ceramics 10-20 £18.00

188A Hartoox stoneware jug, together with two other jugs and a studio pottery lampshade 10-20 £10.00

189 Royal Doulton part dinner service. 10-20 £0.00

189A Quantity of Hummel figurines 30-50 £30.00

190 A quantity of wooden boxes together with oriental lacquered wares. 20-25 £22.00

190A Pair of opera glasses together with Cloisonne etc 20-30 £24.00

191 A quantity of ceramics and glassware to include W H Goss 20-25 £72.00

191A Collection of 19th century and later figurines 20-25 £15.00

192 A quantity of ceramics to include a Kernewek part dinner service. 10-12 £10.00

192A Soapstone figure of a seated gentleman together with other items 20-25 £20.00

193 A Denby part dinner service 10-20 £10.00

193A Quantity of coins 10-20 £55.00

194 A Booths old willow part dinner service 20-40 £10.00

195
A quantity of blue and white oriental ginger jars together with Wedgwood and a Paragon Rockingham part tea 

service
30-50 £60.00

196 A quantity of decorative ceramics together with ceramics and kitchenalia. 10-12 £10.00

197 A quantity of thimbles and display cases 20-25 £55.00

198 A quantity of Wade spirit jars together with other ceramics. 10-12 £18.00

199 A quantity of crystal glassware 20-40 £20.00

199A Set of scales with weights 10-20 £20.00

200 A quantity of metalware. 30-40 £70.00

200A Snoopy mirror 10-20 £12.00

201 A quantity of copperware 40-50 £30.00

201A Framed Burgati reproduction poster 10-20 £0.00

202 Seven Natwest money banks 30-40 £20.00

202A Print of a nude lady 10-20 £0.00

203 Six ceramic cats. 20-30 £10.00

204 A quantity of silver plate 20-40 £45.00

205 A quantity of blue and white ceramics 10-20 £28.00

206 Ming Rose part tea service together with a Colough part tea service and another 20-40 £10.00

207 A Royal Albert "old country roses" part tea and dinner service. 50-100 £110.00

208 A quantity of decorative ceramics. 10-20 £12.00

209 A quantity of Portmeirion Botanical Garden Ceramics 20-40 £40.00

210 A quantity of decorative ceramics 10-20 £24.00

211 A quantity of camera and lenses 10-20 £30.00

212 A Copeland Spode part dinner service 20-40 £0.00

213 A quantity of decorative ceramics 10-12 £0.00
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214 A quantity of Portmeirion Botanical Garden Ceramics 30-50 £45.00

215 A Duchess part tea service together with other ceramics 20-40 £0.00

216 A quantity of Portmeirion Botanical Garden Ceramics 30-50 £50.00

217 A quantity of silverplate 20-40 £260.00

218 Quantity of dolls (many a/f), together with some dolls wigs 10-20 £10.00

218A German doll with porcelain face and replaced body, name to back of the head indistinct 10-20 £0.00

219 Quantity of ceramics, glassware together with some silver plate collectors spoons 10-20 £12.00

220 Quantity of 19th and 20th century French ephemera, together with some American share certificates 20-30 £16.00

221 Large Victorian brown glass bottle 50-80 £60.00

222 Quantity of silver plate and a three bottled tantalus 20-25 £15.00

223 A quantity of collectors plates 10-12 £0.00

223A Four large mahogany footstools with woven mat tops 20-30 £22.00

224 A quantity of old bottles 10-12 £10.00

224A Mahogany side table, with magazine rack below 30-50 £10.00

225 Mahogany toilet mirror the base fitted two drawers 20-30 £35.00

225A
A new silk and wool rug with a red and cream ground, with a red border and decorated with flora and medallions 

230cm x 160cm
90-120 £90.00

226 Oak writing bureau opening to reveal comparrments and four drawers, 99cm x 61cm x 48cm 20-30 £40.00

226A
A new silk and wool rug with a blue and cream ground with a blue border and decorated with flora and 

medallions, 200cm x 140cm
70-100 £0.00

227 White heavy wood coffee table on plinth with three underneath the top 45cm x 137cm x 67cm 20-30 £0.00

227A

Mahogany bureau bookcase with glazed astragal doors to the top opening to reveal four shelves, the base with 

opening fall down flap opening to reveal desk compartments, nine drawers each with ivory handles, and pigeon 

holes, the flap has leather insert and is above four drawers, 242cm x 122cm x 54cm

300-500 £250.00

228 Oak wall hanging coat rack with oval mirror to the centre and with barley twist column decoration 99cm x 46cm 20-30 £30.00

228A Modern pale pine kitchen table 78cm x 198cm x 105cm 20-40 £40.00

229

Mahogany square cabinet, the top with two lift up folding flaps opening to reveal a mirrored interior the the 

centre, and to each flap, the back mirror is recessed and on a racket, with door and drawer to the front 36.5cm x 

80cm

60-100 £0.00

229A Four ladderback beech chairs with rush seats & 2 Carvers 20-40 £80.00

230 Iron bracket wall hanging (for a sign) 20-25 £42.00

230A Osk hexagonal mirror, together with an easel, a magazine rack etc 10-20 £10.00

231
Rosewood table desk, with the table top lifting to reveal a slide out desk table top with horizontal two tier letter 

racks on spindle legs, 78cm x 73cm x 43cm
80-120 £100.00

231A Oak prayer stool with padded seat 10-15 £0.00

232 Mahogany foldover card table with rounded casters to the front and with central pedestal 80-120 £110.00

232A Four light pine ladderback pine chairs with rush seats 20-30 £50.00

233

Narrow mahogany desk, the front opening to reveal a felted compartment and with two letter racks and pen shelf 

at the rear, with doors each side which open to reveal two shelves the sides have carrying handles to each side, 

88cm x 44cm x 91cm, with adustable stool 

 

Provenance: Made for the Mayor of Bridgwater Councillor W. J. Farthing 1939-1940

80-120 £50.00

233A
Victorian mahogany four poster bed with four carved post with pillar bottoms and the tops with rope twist design, 

with a decorative headboard and footboard
100-200 £70.00

234 Modern wall hanging shelf united with four shelves and half drawers 112cm x 72cm x 16cm 30-40 £25.00

234A Collection of items comprising an oak standard lamp together with an oak brass handled tray and a Canterbury 20-30 £15.00

235 Mahogany hall chair with carved back 30-50 £10.00

235A
Glass fronted mahogany bookcase with two astragal glazed doors with four shelves and cupboard below 168cm x 

60cm x 28cm
20-25 £10.00

236

1950s travelling leather and mahogany dressing table with the top opening to reveal a tri-fold mirror and with 

insert compartments for toiletries and drawer to the base, the side compartments open out to reveal with 

drawers and have leather tub handles to each side 75cm x 59cm x 41cm

80-120 £125.00

236A
1940s mahogany drinks cabinet with two doors opening to reveal a shelf and pull out leaf, with drawer below and 

cupboard with three false drawers
10-20 £10.00

237
Grandmother clock wuth pull down chain weights, and with Roman Numeral face with sun/moon calender made 

by Richard Broad of Bodmin, Cornwall
20-30 £48.00

237A
Glass fronted single door modern pine cabinet with three shelves 88cm x 52cm x 44cm, together with a pine 

corner cabinet with three shelves 79cm x 64cm x 34cm
20-30 £10.00

238 A record case containing thirty-six LPs to include Pink Floyd, Genesis and T-Rex 20-30 £50.00

238A Quantity of Record Collector and Record Magazine 10-20 £0.00
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239
Twenty vinyl LPs to include Beatles Rubber Soul PMC 1267, Beatles, Beatles For Sale PMC 1240, Pink Floyd, Bob 

Dyllon, Jethro Tull ETC
20-30 £50.00

239A New Universe table top gramophone 30-50 £0.00

240 Over one hundred and eighty vinyl 7" singles of Rock, Punk, Pop and Dance to include AC DC 10-20 £30.00

241
Collection of vinyl LPs and singles, to include Sex Pistols, UK Subs (yellow vinyl), Nirvana, Bob Marley, Run D MC 

etc
20-30 £100.00

242
Over forty LPs to include The Chieftans, Crystal Gayle, Top of the Pops etc, together with over sixty 7" singles of 

Swing, Jazz, Blues and Pop, to include Aker Bilk
20-30 £10.00

243
Over one hundred LPs to include Iron Maiden, David Lee Roth, Miles Davies, Howling Wolf, James Brown, Johnny 

Cash, Bob Dillon, Mamas and Papas, Spandau Ballet and Tina Turner etc
40-80 £170.00

244 Over forty LPs to include Frank Sinatra, Moody Blues and Neil Diamond 10-20 £30.00

245 Eight LPs to include Abba the Album 10-20 £0.00

246 Over seventy mainly classical and film LPs 10-20 £15.00

247 A record case containing fifteen Beatles LPs to include Sergeant Pepper PMC 7027, and Relvolver 10-20 £90.00

248
Approximately one hundred and fifty mostly 1960s singles to include The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Marianne 

Faithful and Billy Fury
10-20 £80.00

249
Over sixty 1960s singles to include Jim Reeves, Conny Francis, Flannagan and Alan, Frank Sinatra together with 

1950s LPs
10-20 £10.00

250
A large collection of LPs to include Classical, Piano Time (Winnifred Atwell), Frank Sinatra etc, together with 

Brunswick 10" records and a large collection of 45s to include Elvis Presley
10-20 £15.00

251
A record box album containing 78" records to include Elvis Presley and Bill Haley, together with some loose 78" 

records and fifty-four LPs to include The Soundtrack to Grease
20-30 £18.00

252 Quantity of 19th century indentures together with two framed indentures 20-25 £20.00

253 Quantity of ordnance survey maps, some local interest 10-12 £10.00

254 Five reproduction 19th century maps of London, Surrey etc 20-25 £0.00

255 Quantity of approximately two hundred unframed maps 30-40 £20.00

256 Quantity of approximately two hundred unframed maps 30-40 £45.00

257 Quantity of approximately two hundred unframed maps 30-40 £45.00

258 William Whiteley's Illustrated Furnishing Catalogue and Price list - oblong folio, presentation copy 10-20 £50.00

259 The New Punch Library, in twenty volumes 10-20 £0.00

260 MARTIN, J. W - The Nottingham Style of Float Fishing and Spinning, together with a quantity of fishing books 10-20 £20.00

261

BUCHAN, William - Domestic Medicine; or, a treatise on the prevention and cure of diesases - 1786, fifth edition; 

together with BONNYCASTLE, John - The Scholar's Guide to Arithmetic - 1702, together with DICKENS, Charles - 

The Cricket on the Hearth (3)

20-25 £22.00

262
Four art books to include; THOMSON, Belinda - Gauguin by himself, together with, HERBERT, Barry - German 

Expressionism; Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Drawings and Paintings and French Flower Painters of the 19th century
30-40 £20.00

263
Quantity of art books on various styles and artists to include Thomas Gainsbourgh, Rembrandt etc and two 

reference books on icons
20-25 £0.00

264
Small collection of art books together with two reference books on glass engraving and British Pottery and 

Porcelain marks
10-20 £0.00

265 The Royal Scottish Academy 1826-1916 together with MALLETT, Daniel - Index of Artists and a supplement volume 10-12 £14.00

266
Small collection of art and reference books to include, TUCKER, Paul Hayes - Monet in the 90s; SHONE, Richard - 

Sisley, and others
10-20 £10.00

267 Nineteen volumes from the Time Life Library of Art series 10-20 £0.00

268 Quantity of books relating to Somerset and Bridgwater 20-25 £60.00

269 Small collection of 19th century and later leather and cloth bound books 20-30 £50.00

270
A History of the County of Somerset, in two volumes, together with a quantity of other books mainly of Somerset 

interest
10-20 £65.00

271 Quantity of railway books 30-50 £16.00

272
BISHOP, Don - The West Somerset Railway Revisited, together with, Steaming into Birmingham and the West 

Midlands and a quantity of other books relating to the railways
20-30 £20.00

273
MAGGS, Colin G - The Last Days of Steam in Bristol and Somerset, together with Cornwall's Railways, A Pictorial 

Survey; The Somerset and Dorset, in the Fifties and a quantity of other books relating to the Railways
20-30 £22.00

274
DART, Maurice - The Last Days of Steam in Plymouth and Cornwall, together with a quantity of other books 

relating to the railways
20-30 £20.00

275 GOUGH, Terry - The Southern in Kent and Sussex, together with a quantity of other books relating to the railways 20-30 £20.00

276
ROBERTSON, Kevin - The Last Days of Steam in Hampshire, together with a quantity of other books relating to the 

railways
20-30 £20.00

277
Stories by Hans Andersen, with numerous pictures by Arthur J. Gaskin set within the text,  - 1893, first edition two 

volumes,
80-120 £120.00
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278 SPARK, Muriel - The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie - 1961, first edition, in price clipped dust-wrapper 50-80 £40.00

279 BETJEMAN, John - Summoned by Bells - 1960, first edition, in dust-wrapper 20-25 £15.00

280
TRAVERS, P. L - Mary Poppins, 1965 reprint, with dust wrapper, together with Aesop's Fables with illustrations by 

Arthur Rackham, DICKENS, Charles - Battle of Life with illustrations by C. E. Brock, and a quantity of other books
20-25 £20.00

281
RACKHAM, Arthur (illustrator) - The Rhinegold and the Valkyrie - November 1910,  first edition, second 

impression, with tipped in illustrations [as called for], cloth bound
30-40 £40.00

282
RACKHAM, Arthur (illustrator) - RIP Van Winkle - November 1905, second impression, with tipped in illustrations 

[as called for], cloth bound
30-40 £50.00

283
RACKHAM, Arthur - Little Brother and Little Sister - 1917, first edition, with tipped in illustrations [as called for], 

cloth bound
50-80 £60.00

284
TOLKIEN, J. R. R - The Fellowship of the Ring - 1961, first edition, eleventh impression, together with The Return of 

the Ring - 1961, first edition, eight impression and The Two Towers - 1962, first edition, ninth impression
50-100 £130.00

285

The Golden Asse of Lucius Apuleius, with illustrations by Jean de Bosschere - 1923, limited edition no. 2440 of 

3000, together with The Ten Pleasures of Marriage and the second part, The Confession of the New Married 

Couple - 1922

20-30 £20.00

286
[Signed] FISHER, Carrie - Postcards from the Edge - 1987, first edition, signed and inscribed by the author who is 

best known for her role in Star Wars
100-120 £110.00

287 BEACH THOMAS, W & COLLET, A. K - The English Year, Autumn and Winter - with numerous tipped in illustrations 10-20 £10.00

288
OLIVER, F. W and KERNER, Anton - The Natural History of Plants their forms, growth, reproduction and 

distribution - in six volumes, together with The New Book of Gardening - in three volumes
30-40 £30.00

289 Quantity of Folio Society books, by various authors to include Thomas Hardy, Anthony Trollope etc 20-30 £0.00

290 The Royal Horticultural Society, Dictionary of Gardening - in six volumes to include two supplement volumes 20-25 £10.00

291 Familiar Wild Flowers in five volumes, together with a small quantity of other books 20-25 £20.00

292 Folio Society - The Complete Plays of William Shakespeare 10-20 £10.00

293
CHURCHILL, Winston - A History of the English Speaking Peoples - first edition, four vols, together with other 

books written by or on Winston Churchill, all first editions
40-60 £170.00

294
MANNING, Rev Owen and BRAY, William - The History and Antiquities of the County of Surrey - 1974, three 

volumes
30-40 £40.00

295
Burton, Richard - Arabian Nights, The book of a Thousand Night and a Night - 1894, twelve volumes, cloth bound 

with decorative gilt tooling to the boards and spine
30-40 £65.00

296
Collection of six Baedeker Guides to include Paris and its Environs - 1907, and another for 1913, Berlin and its 

Environs -1903; Belguim and Holland - 1881; Rhine -1880 and Northern France - 1909 (6)
20-40 £40.00

297

Collection of six Baedekker Guides to include London and its Environs - 1900, Paris and its Environs -1924; Mittel 

und Nord Deutschland - 1869; Belguim and Holland - 1894; Londres - 1913 and the Travellers Manual of 

conversation

20-30 £55.00

298
Collection of art and reference books to include Monet's Cathedral Rouen 1892-1894; Islam Art and Architecture, 

together with others
30-40 £35.00

299
Collection of art and reference books to include, WHISTLER, Laurence - The Image of the Glass; BOLOGNA, Giula - 

Illuminated Manuscripts together with others
30-40 £35.00

300 MAIMBOURG, Monfieur - The History of the League - Dublin, 1684, full calf 60-100 £130.00

301 Quantity of books relating to cricket 10-12 £0.00

302 Quantity of novels, some first editions, by various authors to include Terry Pratchett, Ian McEwan etc 20-40 £10.00

303 Collection of twenty-four Ward Lock Guides to include Torquay, Ilfracombe, Exeter etc 30-40 £20.00

304 Two Philips County Atlases for Scotland and Ireland, together with maps and other items of topographical items 10-20 £0.00

305 Four Mrs Beeton's cookery books 10-20 £10.00

306 Collection of 1960s programmes to include The Beatles Show, Cilla Black, PJ Proby etc 50-80 £85.00

307 Brian Epstein Presents, The Beatles Christmas Souvenior Programme, 1963 20-30 £22.00

308 Robert Stigwood Associates Ltd, The Sensational Rolling Stones Souvenir Programme, undated but possibly 1964 20-30 £15.00

309 Large collection of modern theatre souvenir programmes to include Billy Elliot, The Phantom of the Opera etc 30-50 £55.00

310
Small collection of Folio Society Books to include, RUNCIMAN, Steven - The History of the Crusades, in three 

volumes, together with others
30-40 £30.00

311
volumes of the Work Collection of thirty volumes of the Works of Charles Dickens, together with FORSTER, J - The 

Life of Charles Dickens - half calf
30-50 £40.00

312 Andy Warhol "Giant" Size 20-30 £32.00

313 The Cyclopedia of India, Biographical, Historical, Administrative, Commercial - 1907, three volumes, folio 50-100 £50.00

314 HUTCHINSON, William - The Story of the British Nation - in four volumes, full calf 20-25 £20.00

315 HAMMERTON, J. A - Countries of the World - in six volumes 10-20 £0.00
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316 COWPER, W -  The Iliad and Odyssey of Homer - two volumes bound as one, undated, Dublin printing, full calf 20-40 £20.00

317 GIBBON, Edward - The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire - 1807, twelve volumes 20-40 £80.00

318 Corups Juris Civilis - 1663, two volumes, full calf, folio 60-100 £80.00

319 M. Tullis Ciceronis Opera - 1783, in eight volumes, full calf [some boards disbound] 30-50 £20.00

320 Quantity of books of motoring interest 20-30 £70.00

321 Quantity of books on various subjects to include literature, together with some reference books 30-40 £30.00

322 Quantity of private press publications 30-50 £55.00

323 The Works of Lord Lytton, in eighten volumes 20-40 £0.00

324 Quantity of 18th century and later leatherbound books 30-50 £50.00

325 Quantity of Evelyn Waugh Novels 20-30 £1,500.00

326 Quantity of John Buchan novels 20-40 £40.00

327 Quantity of Ernest Hemmingway novels 20-40 £150.00

328 Quantity of literature books, various authors to include Anthony Trollope 10-20 £40.00

329
Quantity of twenty-five unframed reproduction 17th and 18th century maps covering all the counties, together 

with the Isle of Man, various cartographers to include Robert Morden
20-30 £20.00

330
Quantity of ordnance survey rolled maps, relating to the South East to include of Dorking and Walton upon 

Thames, and a framed map of Somerset
20-40 £20.00

331 Robert Morden reproduction map of Dorsetshire 10-20 £10.00

332 Robert Morden reproduction map of the County of Chester 10-20 £10.00

333 Quantity of old auction catalogues for Bonhams, Sotherbys etc 10-20 £10.00

334 Quantity of books to include a collection of A and C Black guides 20-30 £55.00

335 Quantity of 18th century and later cloth bound books 30-50 £40.00

336 Thomson, Hugh - The School for Scandal together with R. D. Blackmore, Laura Doone 10-20 £0.00

337 Collection of James Bond books 10-20 £10.00

338 Quantity of literature books to include AMIS, Kingsley, Russian Hide and Seek 40-60 £0.00

339 Quantity of literature books to include The Works of Francis Thompson, in two volumes 40-60 £0.00

340 Scott's Voyage of Discovery, together with a quantity of books relating to Scott and exploration 40-60 £70.00

341 Quantity of maps together with car posters 20-25 £25.00
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